Dental unit water system decontamination

AUCTION: “The Big Bite – Clean Water Out”

Alkapharm W is a combining a cleaning and disinfecting agent for the weekly decontamination of the integral dental chair-side water supply.

Simply to use. A 15 minute routine service cycle with Alkapharm W all that is required to ensure the dental unit water system remains free of bactericidal contamination thus ensuring the health of the patient and staff.

Microbial Activity: Unique combined enzyme based detergent/disinfectant system rapidly and completely removes all biofilm leaving all internal surface areas thoroughly clean and disinfected.

Highly Economical: Each 500gm tub of Alkapharm W allows for up to 100 service applications.

For comprehensive product information on Alkapharm W
www.alkapharm.co.uk

CREC AC - Scan plan finish and fit... first impressions to lasting restorations in a single session

One Day Scan, Plan, Finish & Fit Digital Implementation Workshops at Sirona’s Bourne End in Buckinghamshire now being held for the next three months and covers a number of topics.

Of the workshops, Di Bossey is principal at Dental Surgery, Heybridge, and recently invested in a Kavo Primus 1058 dental unit, and Belmont Phot-X Wall Mounted X-Ray - "I am a long time user of The Dental Directory and have always been very pleased with the service I have received. Their rep, Daren Hare, was especially helpful and highly recommended the Kavo unit and Belmont Plus X system, which I am very pleased with. All in all, a very good service!"

For more information, contact The Dental Directory on 0800 585 586 or visit www.dental-directory.co.uk.

Big Bite from The Dental Directory

For further information please call CosTech Elite® on 01474 320 076, or visit http://www.cestech.co.uk or email edi-cpd@ucl.ac.uk

To learn more about Big Bite and the Dental Directory’s fantastic range of products, speak to your Dental Directory Representative, call 0800 585 586 or visit www.dental-directory.co.uk.

For more information please contact Daniel Pinder, Velopex International, London. N8 8L7 Tel. (07734) 944867. Dr Andrew Powell is based at Dental Practice, Station Road, Bourne End, Bucks. SL8 9QF

Ultrasonic instrument cleaning

Alkazyme®: A combing a cleaning and disinfecting agent for thorough cleaning pre-disinfection of all removable, immovable and non removable instruments prior to autoclamping.

Rapid cleaning action. When used in conjunction with a standard ultrasonic cleaner a maximum five minute immersion time is all that is required to render soiled instruments thoroughly clean and shining bright.

Continual disinfection: Alkazyme® continually disinfects the contaminated “wash water” as created within the ultrasonic cleaner.

Economical: Just five grams of Alkazyme® with ordinary tap water makes one litre of enzymatic cleaning/disinfecting solution.

Choice of user format: Available from all dental sundry suppliers in both 750gm loose powder tub and tubs of 100 very dairy water soluble sachets.

For comprehensive product information visit www.alkazyme.com

For more information please call 0800 189 9992, or visit www.carvestondental.co.uk

Elastix Clinically Proven

The Hydrosonic Electric Toothbrush gives a full mouth clean of all four quadrants. There are three cleaning modules to select to intensify, remove stains or focus on the gums, for the massage, for the gums. Suitable for all patients, even those with implants, the Hydrosonic Electric Toothbrush from Curaprox is best in class for maintaining a healthy smile.

For more information call 01480 862094, email info@curaprox.co.uk or visit www.curaprox.com.

The Hydrosonic Electric Toothbrush

42,000 sonic waves per minute make the Hydrosonic Electric Toothbrush one of the fastest sonic brushes on the market in the UK. Combined with an innovative cleaning module and three different cleaning modules to select to intensify, remove stains or focus on the gums, for the massage, for the gums. Suitable for all patients, even those with implants, the Hydrosonic Electric Toothbrush from Curaprox is best in class for maintaining a healthy smile.

For further information please call EndoCare on 020 7224 0999 or visit www.endocare.co.uk.

The Dental Directory – a very successful service.

The Dental Directory is one of the leading names in dentistry, and comes highly recommended by dental practices across the UK. The Dental Directory is the UK’s largest and finest online catalogue featuring over 26,000 different products ranging from materials and consumables to sundries, cabinetry and equipment.

With a comprehensive range from some of the world’s leading manufacturers, The Dental Directory stocks the best products at some of the most competitive prices on the market.

Dr M Booyens is principle at Dental Surgery, Heybridge, and recently invested in a Kavo Primus 1058 dental unit, and Belmont Phot-X Wall Mounted X-Ray - "I am a long time user of The Dental Directory and have always been very pleased with the service I have received. Their rep, Daren Hare, was especially helpful and highly recommended the Kavo unit and Belmont Plus X system, which I am very pleased with. All in all, a very good service!"

For more information, contact The Dental Directory on 0800 585 586 or visit www.dental-directory.co.uk.

The EndoCare team firmly believes that first impressions count. Experience, education and training are the foundations of any dental treatment plan. Thanks to exceptional treatment, with an emphasis firmly on patient care, our patients can be assured that they are in very competent hands. The team that they received was to the highest standard possible. I’d like to find out more about what Endodontic referrals can benefit your practice, contact the EndoCare team today.

For further information please call EndoCare on 020 7242 0899 or visit www.endocare.co.uk

EndoCare

Spring has sprung with 20 per cent discount on Graham’s Gardner

Graham Gardner are celebrating the onset of spring by offering a very attractive 20 per cent discount on certain dental instruments. This promotion will run for the next three months and covers a number of instruments.

Graham Gardner have been trading since 1906 and have developed a comprehensive range of stock items perfect for the dental industry. They are able to offer their customers to ensure they stay ahead of the trend and also offer several cost effective ways to personalise garments with the addition of logo or text

To bag yourself a bargain go to the new Grahame Gardner website, www.grahamegardner.co.uk or contact UCL Eastman CPD via edp@ucl.ac.uk or telephone +44 (0)20 7605 1234.

The Hygienic Electric Toothbrush
Smart dental compressor solutions from Absolute Air & Gas offer five year warranty Ekom, the leading European manufacturer of oil-free air compressors for the medical and dental markets, is launching a range of smart cabinet-based compressors in the UK & Ireland, which come complete with a five year warranty as standard. The intelligent unit solution means that its cabinets – available from Absolute Air & Gas – can run nearly noise free (less than 50 dB(A)).

The Ekom OR4500 & OR5200 V2 oil-free compressor covers single to multiple surgeries, are renowned for their commercial durability and offer a unique product that meets the most stringent demands of the medical industry, including PPE/GMP22 and medical air standards if required. With a working pressure of 6.8 bar, the continuously rated OR4500 & OR5200 2 V compressors feature Siemens electric motors, a range of tank solutions and optional dryer technology, which supplies your practice with a constant supply of dry, oil-free compressed air. These durable, fully-functional cabinets, which are designed for the medical industry and offer a complete dental solution, include power supply and pressure gauge and are finished in a medical white powder coating. Brochures for the Ekom line of Dental compressors are now available from Absolute Air & Gas.

Further information is available at info@absoluteairandgas.co.uk or email enquiries@absoluteairandgas.co.uk

Jubilee fever hits Graham of Harefield Gardner Ltd.

To mark the auspicious occasion of the Jubilee, Queen Elizabeth II, Graham Gardner have launched a number of products – all embargoed with the Union Jack. In environments where beauty or entertaining is imperative, this top enables the user to celebrate the Jubilee whilst carrying out their day to day duties. This comfortable patient top is double braced with a five year warranty as standard, and is already receiving interest from the Healthcare, Dental, Veterinary and Beauty markets.

The union issue top fitting has two convenient hip pockets and a red, white and blue contrast collar. Produced in poly-cotton, comfortable to wear and very easy to care for, the top is the perfect complement to enhance the garment with the addition of embroidered badges or logos.

The Limited edition Jubilee Top is now available on the Graham Gardner website (www.grahamgardner.co.uk) for only £19.95 plus vat in two sizes (medium and large). For further information refer to the website or call 01156 255 6326.

The Key Skills 3 qualification will enable you to increase your understanding of the importance of keeping full, accurate and legible records. You will also be able to demonstrate your understanding on the benefits of good record keeping and the potential pitfalls and dangers of keeping poor records.

The Key Skills 3 programme is a validated and useful learning scheme divided into seven sections covering topics beneficial to you and your team. Medical emergencies, infection control, teamwork, record keeping, time management, legislation and practice guidelines are all covered in a straightforward format, which will help you with your continual education,ascertainment and updating around your daily practice.

Smile-on wish to help you on your educational journey and all the information you need to develop your skills is at your fingertips online. The Key Skills 3 learning scheme will add to your existing successful scheme, continue to provide you with better treatment and care within practice.

For more information call 020 7400 8899 or email info@smile-on.com
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The Limited edition Jubilee Top is now available on the Grahame Gardner site. The unisex loose fitting top has two convenient hip pockets and a red, white and blue comfortable patriotic top sits perfectly alongside Grahame Gardner's Scrub to celebrate the Jubilee whilst carrying out their day to day duties. This is perfect for dental professionals in the products in the European Union (EU) containing more than ten microgram hexogen peroxide.

For more information about the award winning Zoom At Home – DayWhite and NightWhite and other Zoom whitening products, visit www.philipsprofessionalcare.com

The award comes on the launch of Philips Zoom DayWhite 6 per cent HP with ACP making it the first product of this concentration which prohibits the commercialisation of any whitening products in the European Union (EU) containing more than ten microgram hexogen peroxide.

Experience cleaner and clearer vision with dental loupes from Carl Zeiss

To achieve the best results in dentistry, absolute clarity is essential. Available exclusively from Navana, Carl Zeiss dental loupes are precision engineered for optimal clarity.

Dr Fiona Knight of Serenity Dental, Fareham was recently surprised and markedly impressed by an offer from Carl Zeiss of a pair of loupes, the Eyemag Pro loupes. “I’ve been using the Eyemag Pro for over a year now, but the moment I tried the Carl Zeiss loupes I was instantly struck by how much more stable they were.”

“The sales team from Navana were especially helpful – they even came out to visit the practice.”

Designed specifically for the dental profession, Carl Zeiss dental loupes are a benchmark in vision and design. Precision optics allow for optimal visualisation of the treatment area, giving practitioners the means by which to deliver an elevated level of care.

“I am very pleased with my Drives” Dr Knight concludes, “I’d recommend them to everyone.”

For more information please call Navana on 01453 872266, email info@navana-ltd.com or visit www.navana.co.uk
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